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Abstract

Tracer-aided hydrological models integrating water isotope module into the simulation of runoff generation are useful tools to reduce uncertainty of hydrological modeling in cold basins that are featured by complex runoff processes and multiple runoff components. However, there is little guidance on the strategy of field water sampling for isotope analysis to run tracer-aided hydrological models, which is especially important for large mountainous basins on the Tibetan Plateau (TP) where field water sampling work is highly costly. This study conducted a set of numerical experiments based on the THREW-T (Tsinghua Representative Elementary Watershed - Tracer-aided version) model to evaluate the reliance of the tracer-aided modeling performance on the availability of site measurements of water isotope in the Yarlung Tsangpo River (YTR) basin on the TP. Data conditions considered in the numerical experiments included the availability of glacier meltwater isotope measurement, quantity of site measurements of precipitation isotope, and the variable collecting strategies for stream water sample. Our results suggested that: (1) In high-mountain basins where glacier meltwater samples for isotope analysis are not available, estimating glacier meltwater isotope by an offset parameter from the precipitation isotope is a feasible way to force the tracer-aided hydrological model. Using a set of glacier meltwater δ18O that were 2‰–9‰ lower than the mean precipitation δ18O resulted in only small changes in the model performance and the quantifications of contributions of runoff components (CRCs, smaller than 5%) to streamflow in the YTR basin; (2) strategy of field sampling for site precipitation to correct the global gridded isotope product of isoGSM for model forcing should be carefully designed. Collecting precipitation samples at sites falling in the same altitude tends to be worse at representing the ground pattern of precipitation δ18O over the basin than collecting precipitation samples from sites in a range of altitudes; (3) Collecting weekly stream water samples at multiple sites in the wet and warm seasons is the optimal strategy for calibrating and evaluating a tracer-aided hydrological model in the YTR basin. It is highly recommended to increase the number of stream water sampling sites rather than spending resource on extensive sampling of stream water at a sole site for multiple years. These results provide important implications for collecting site measurements of water isotope for running tracer-aided hydrological models to improve quantifications of CRCs in the high-mountain basins.
1. Introduction

Catchments located in mountainous regions generally provide important water resources for downstream regions (Viviroli et al., 2003). As typical mountainous cryosphere, the Tibetan Plateau (TP) is the source region for several large rivers in Asia, and has been called as a ‘water tower’ because of its importance for downstream livelihoods and agricultural irrigations (Schaner et al., 2012). Dominant characteristic of mountainous catchments on TP is the multiphase of water sources that generate runoff and the consequently complex hydrological processes, highlighting the importance of accurately quantifying the contributions of runoff components (CRCs) to streamflow for better understandings the runoff dynamics under changing climate. This task is difficult due to the complex hydrological processes being insufficiently represented by typical hydrological models, leading to large uncertainty of hydrological simulations (He et al., 2018). Due to the strong inter-compensation of runoff processes induced by different water sources and runoff pathways (Duethmann et al., 2015), uncertainties of the modeled CRCs in mountainous basins on the TP are rather high. Utilizing more datasets to evaluate the model performance is a feasible way to constrain modeling uncertainty and improve quantifications of CRCs in cold regions (Chen et al., 2017).

Tracer-aided hydrological models integrating environmental tracer (e.g., stable oxygen isotope, $^{18}$O) modules into runoff generation processes have proved helpful for parameter calibration, model structure diagnosis and CRC quantification (Son and Sivapalan, 2007; Birkel et al., 2011), and are increasingly adopted in cold catchments (e.g., Ala-aho et al., 2017; He et al., 2019; Nan et al., 2021a). Recent studies indicated that estimates of precipitation $\delta^{18}$O from outputs of isotopic general circulation models (iGCMs) perform well on forcing tracer-aided models in large basins with a high cost of water sampling (Delavau et al., 2017; Nan et al., 2021b). Similarly to the tracer-based end-member mixing methods that utilize the different tracer signatures of water sources to separate the hydrograph and quantify CRCs (Klaus and McDonnell, 2013; He et al., 2020), the tracer-aided hydrological models used the differed isotopic compositions of runoff components to regulate the water apportionments in runoff generation. The isotopic compositions of runoff components strongly differ in high-mountain basins resulting from the following two reasons: One is the significantly more depleted $\delta^{18}$O of meltwater compared to that of rain, due to the altitude and temperature effects, and the fractionation effect during melting processes (Xi, 2014; Boral and Sen, 2020). Another is the damping and lagging isotopic variability of subsurface runoff pathway, compared to that of surface runoff, as a result of the catchment hydrological functions of storing, mixing and transporting water (Bowen et al., 2019; Birkel and Soulsby, 2015; McGuire and McDonnell, 2006). Consequently, water isotope signatures show potential to improve the representations of internal hydrological processes in hydrological models, if observations of water isotopes were involved in the model calibration and evaluation procedures (McGuire et al., 2007; He et al.,...
Although a plenty of isotope-based works have been conducted in mountainous catchments on the TP to improve understandings of local hydrological processes (e.g., Li et al., 2020; Kong et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2021), few of them provided guidance on data collection of water isotope for hydrological applications in large mountainous areas. Some water sampling works in large mountainous catchments were conducted in a single field campaign (e.g., Xia et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2018), which is, although helpful to understand the generations of short-term runoff events, not suitable for the calibration of tracer-aided models in a multi-year simulation period (Knapp et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). An exception is Stevenson et al. (2021) who utilized a 7-year dataset of stream water δ¹⁸O in a 3.2 km² catchment to analyze the effects of stream water sampling strategies on the calibration of a tracer-aided hydrological model. Challenges arise when transferring their findings to the application of tracer-aided hydrological models in large high-mountain basins: First, it is questionable that whether sampling stream water at one site can adequately represent the isotope signature of stream water over the whole large basin, considering the strong spatial variability of hydrological processes caused by the heterogeneity in meteorological factors and land surface conditions in mountains (Wang et al., 2021; Li et al., 2020). Second, the influences of data collection of precipitation isotope on the performance of tracer-aided hydrological models remain unclear. Results of He et al. (2019) indicated that monthly sampling of precipitation at two sites seems to be able to capture the isotope variations in a 233 km² catchment. However, the requirement of isotope data quantity to adequately capture the spatial pattern of precipitation isotope signature for forcing tracer-aided models in large basins (≈10⁵ km²) is poorly explored (Nan et al., 2021b). Third, in glacierized mountainous catchments where streamflow was fed by additional water source of glacier melt, the requirement of glacier meltwater samples for the forcing and evaluation of tracer-aided hydrological models is also unclear. Consequently, better understandings of how water sampling strategies influence the value of water isotope data for aiding hydrological modeling, is highly helpful for guiding the establishment of monitoring systems of water isotope in large mountainous regions. Considering the high costs of human and financial resources of collecting water samples in TP area, it is important to take efficient strategies for water sampling that balance the trade-off between field work burden and data adequacy well (Sprenger et al., 2019).

Motivated by the mentioned backgrounds, we conducted detailed analysis on the tracer-aided model performance in a large mountainous basin on the TP under different assumed situations with respect to the collection strategy of site water isotope data, based on a numerical experiment method. We adopted the tracer-aided hydrological model THREW-T developed by Nan et al. (2021a), which was forced by the global gridded isotope outputs of iGCM being merged with measurements of precipitation δ¹⁸O, to achieve the research aim. Three specific
questions were addressed: (1) how does the estimated isotopic composition of glacier meltwater influence the performance of tracer-aided hydrological modeling when no glacier meltwater samples were available, (2) how does the collection strategy of site precipitation samples for precipitation isotope data merging influence the model performance, and (3) how does the sampling strategy of stream water influence the model calibration and evaluation? This study focused on the sampling strategy of precipitation and stream water, while the influence of glacier/snow meltwater isotope data sampling was not within the scope of this study.

2. Materials and methodology

2.1 Study area

The Yarlung Tsangpo River (YTR) basin, located in the southern TP (Fig. 1), extends in the ranges of 27°N -32°N and 82°E -97°E, with an elevation extent of 2900-6900 m above sea level (a.s.l.), which is one of the largest basins on the TP. The mean annual precipitation in the YTR basin is around 470mm featured by a distinct wet season from June to September, due to the dominance of the South Asian monsoon. Drainage area above the Nuxia hydrological station at the basin outlet is approximately 2×10^5 km^2, and around 2% of which is covered by glacier.

The Karuxung River (KR) catchment is located in the upper regions of the YTR basin, and was chosen as a supplementary experiment catchment, because of the long term field work of water sampling in this catchment. The KR originates from the Lejin Jangsan peak of the Karola mountain (7206m a.s.l.), and flows into the Yamdrok Lake (4550m a.s.l.), draining an area of around 286 km^2. Streamflow in the KR catchment is strongly influenced by glaciers which cover an area of 58 km^2.

[Figure 1]

2.2 Hydro-meteorological and water isotope data

Elevation of the YTR basin was derived from a digital elevation model (DEM) with a spatial resolution of 30m from the Geospatial Data Cloud (https://www.gscloud.cn). Daily meteorological inputs including precipitation, temperature and potential evapotranspiration were collected from the 0.1°×0.1° China Meteorological Forcing Dataset (CMFD, Yang and He, 2019). The second glacier inventory data set of China (Liu, 2012) and the Tibetan Plateau Snow Cover Extent product (TPSCE, Chen et al., 2018) were used to denote the glacier and snow coverages. Vegetation coverages were extracted from the MODIS satellite products of eight-day leaf area index (LAI) dataset MOD15A2H (Myneni et al., 2015) and monthly normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) dataset MOD13A3 (Didan et al., 2015). Soil types and properties in the tested basins were collected from the Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD, He, 2019). Observations of daily streamflow during 2000-2015 at the Nuxia,
and that during 2000-2010 at Yangcun and Nugesha stations were used for hydrological model evaluation.

In the KR catchment, daily temperature and precipitation during 2006-2012 were collected at the Langkazi meteorological station. Altitudinal distributions of temperature and precipitation across the KR catchment were estimated based on the lapse rates reported in Zhang et al. (2015). Daily streamflow during 2006-2012 was measured at the Wengguo hydrological station.

Outputs of the scripps global spectral model with water isotopes incorporated (isoGSM, Yoshimura et al., 2008) with the spatial and temporal resolutions of 1.875°×1.875° and 6h were extracted to represent the spatio-temporal pattern of the precipitation isotope in the YTR basin. According to a previous evaluation of the isoGSM product (Nan et al., 2021b), while it can effectively capture the seasonal variation of precipitation $\delta^{18}$O, it had two major flaws: it overestimated precipitation $\delta^{18}$O in the YTR basin, and performed poorly on accurately capturing the isotope signature of specific precipitation events and time periods. Higher elevation stations typically had a stronger bias. To obtain measurement precipitation $\delta^{18}$O data, grab samples of precipitation were collected in the wet season of 2005 at four stations along the main channel of YTR, i.e., Nuxia (3691 m a.s.l.), Yangcun (4541m a.s.l.), Nugesha (4715m a.s.l.) and Lazi (4889m a.s.l.). The precipitation water samples were collected as soon as possible after the precipitation event in order to avoid the effect of evaporation. Stream water samples were collected weekly during the same period from river at the four stations.

The isoGSM isotope products were merged with measurement precipitation isotope data according to Eqs. 1-3 to provide input data for model: First, the bias of isoGSM product was assumed to be linearly related to altitude. Relation between the mean bias of isoGSM products and altitude was estimated by a least square method using $\delta^{18}$O measurements of precipitation samples and gridded isoGSM estimates at the four sampling sites (Eqs. 1-2); Second, in eachREW, precipitation $\delta^{18}$O was determined by Eq. 3, based on the average altitude and the availability of $\delta^{18}$O measurements from precipitation site samples on the date.

\[
B_i = \frac{\delta^{18}O_{i,M} - \delta^{18}O_{i,G}}{\delta^{18}O_{k,j,M} + B_k} \quad \text{for date } j \text{ with no data} \tag{1}
\]

\[
B = a \cdot H + b \quad \text{for date } j \text{ with data, but unit } k \text{ containing no sampling site} \tag{2}
\]

\[
\delta^{18}O_{k,j,Merged} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\sum_{j} \delta^{18}O_{k,j,M} + B_k}{\sum_{j} \delta^{18}O_{k,j,M} + \delta^{18}O_{k,j,M} + B_k} & \text{for date } j \text{ with data, and unit } k \text{ containing sampling site} \\
\text{if no data for } j \text{ or unit } k \end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

where, $B_i$ is the bias of isoGSM at sites $i$. $\delta^{18}O_{i,M}$ and $\delta^{18}O_{i,G}$ are the weighted average of the site measurement and isoGSM estimate over the sampling period at sites $i$, respectively. $H$ is the altitude of the sampling site. Parameters $a$ and $b$ are the linear regression coefficients, which were estimated as -0.0046 and 14.96 by the least square method in this study. $\delta^{18}O_{k,j,Merged}$
is the precipitation isotope obtained by merging isoGSM and measurement data, and $\delta^{18}O_{k,j,G}$ refers to the original isoGSM isotope estimate at the hydrological model unit $k$ on the date $j$.

Glacier meltwater $\delta^{18}$O was assumed to be constantly lower than the weighted average of precipitation $\delta^{18}$O by an offset parameter ($\Delta\delta$) during the study period (Eq. 4) because of the unavailability of glacier meltwater samples, which is generally within the range of 2-9‰ in the worldwide mountain regions (Rai et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2016; He et al., 2019; Ohlanders et al., 2013; Jeelani et al., 2017) and is adopted as 5‰ from Boral and Sen (2020) in the YTR basin.

$$\delta^{18}O_{k,GM} = \overline{\delta^{18}O_{k,corr}} - \Delta\delta$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In the KR catchment, grab samples of precipitation and stream water were collected at the Wengguo station in 2006-2007 and 2010-2012 for isotope analysis. The spatial distribution of precipitation $\delta^{18}$O was estimated based on an altitudinal lapse of -0.34‰/100 as reported in Liu et al. (2007). Glacier meltwater $\delta^{18}$O was assumed to be constantly as -18.9‰ during the study period (as reported by Gao et al. 2009). Details of precipitation and stream water samples in the YTR and KR catchments were summarized in Table 1.

[Table 1]

### 2.3 Tracer-aided hydrological model

A distributed tracer-aided hydrological model, THREW-T (Tsinghua Representative Elementary Watershed - Tracer-aided version) model developed by Tian et al. (2006) and Nan et al. (2021a) was adopted for streamflow and isotope simulations. This model uses the representative elementary watershed (REW) method for spatial discretization of catchments (Reggiani et al., 1999). The study catchment is first divided into REWs based on DEM, and each REW is further divided into two vertical layers (surface and subsurface layers), including eight hydrological subzones based on the land cover and soil properties. In total, 63 and 41 REWs were extracted for the YTR basin and KR catchment, respectively (Tian et al., 2020; Nan et al., 2021a, 2021b). Areal averages of the grided estimates of meteorological variables, vegetation cover and soil property were calculated in each REW to drive the model. A module representing glacier melting and snowpack evolution was incorporated into the model for application in cold regions (He et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2020). Accumulation and melting processes of snowpack were simulated according to temperature and precipitation, to update the snow water equivalent (SWE) of each REW. The snow cover area (SCA) was then calculated using the snow cover depletion curve (Fassnacht et al., 2016) and SWE threshold value (Parajka and Bloschl, 2008) for YTR basin and KR catchment, respectively, due to the different catchment scales. For simplification, the evolution of glacier was not simulated in the model. The temperature-index approach was used to calculate the amount of glacier melting,
and it was assumed that the glacier melting water would directly contribute to streamflow through surface runoff pathway.

The tracer-aided module was developed by Nan et al. (2021a). The isotope was assumed to mix completely in each hydrological simulation unit within a simulation step. The Rayleigh fractionation method was adopted to simulate the isotope fractionation during water evaporation (similarly to He et al. 2019, Hindshaw et al. 2011, Wolfe et al. 2007). No parameters related to isotope modeling were introduced, since the isotope concentration was updated based on the water content of each unit and fluxes among them, which have been calculated in the runoff generation and flow concentration modules of the model. Forced by the inputs of precipitation and glacier meltwater isotopic compositions, the model simulates the isotope evolution in all the water storages in the watershed, including stream water, soil water and snowpack. The glacier evolution processes were not simulated in the hydrological model, therefore an assumed constant value was adopted to determine the isotope mass carried by glacier meltwater, instead of updating the isotope composition of glacier like other water storages. The iGCM isotope products properly corrected by δ18O measurements of precipitation samples have proved feasible to force the THREW-T model in large catchments like YTR on the TP (Nan et al., 2021b). More details of hydrological model together with the snowpack evolution and tracer-aided module are given in Tian et al. (2006) and Nan et al. (2021a).

The THREW-T model quantified the contributions of runoff components (CRC) to streamflow based on two definitions of runoff components as reviewed in He et al. (2021). The first definition is based on the individual water sources in the total water input triggering runoff processes, including rainfall, snowmelt and glacier melt. The second definition is based on pathways of runoff-generation processes, resulting in surface and subsurface runoff (baseflow).

Physical basis and value ranges of the calibrated parameters in the THREW-T model were described in Table 2. The value of parameter was assumed to be universal for all the REWs. Two kinds of calibration approaches were conducted: (1) a bi-objective calibration using discharge and SCA, and (2) a tri-objective calibration using discharge, SCA and stream water δ18O. Metrics used to evaluate the model performance are listed in Eqs. 5-8. The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE) was used to optimize the simulation of discharge and isotope, whereas the root-mean-square error (RMSE) was used for the evaluation of SCA simulation. The Logarithmic Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (lnNSE) was used additionally for discharge calibration to assess the simulation of baseflow. The model parameters were calibrated by streamflow and SCA observations during 2001-2010 (at Nuxia station) and 2006-2012 in the YTR and KR basins, respectively. The model performance in YTR basin was validated by the Nuxia streamflow and SCA observations during 2011-2015, and the streamflow observations at Yangcun and Nugesha stations during 2001-2010.
\[ \text{NSE}_{\text{dis}} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(Q_{o,i} - Q_{s,i})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(Q_{o,i} - Q_{o})^2} \]  
\[ \text{NSE}_{\text{lndis}} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(\ln Q_{o,i} - \ln Q_{s,i})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(\ln Q_{o,i} - \ln Q_{o})^2} \]  
\[ \text{RMSE}_{\text{SCA}} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(SCA_{o,i} - SCA_{s,i})^2}{n}} \]  
\[ \text{NSE}_{\text{iso}} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(\delta^{18}O_{o,i} - \delta^{18}O_{s,i})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(\delta^{18}O_{o,i} - \delta^{18}O_{o})^2} \]  

where, \( n \) is the total number of observations. Subscripts of “o” and “s” refer to observed and simulated variables, respectively.

An automatic algorithm Python Surrogate Optimization Toolbox (pySOT) developed by Eriksson et al. (2017) was adopted for the multiple-objective optimization. The pySOT algorithm used a surrogate model to guide the search for improved solutions, with the advantage of needing few function evaluations to find a good solution. In each pySOT running, the optimization procedure was stopped if a maximum number of allowed function evaluations was reached, which was set as 3000 in this study. For the bi- and tri-objective calibrations, \( 0.5 \cdot (\text{NSE}_{\text{dis}} + \text{NSE}_{\text{lndis}}) \cdot \text{RMSE}_{\text{SCA}} \) and \( 0.5 \cdot (\text{NSE}_{\text{dis}} + \text{NSE}_{\text{lndis}}) \cdot \text{RMSE}_{\text{SCA}} + \text{NSE}_{\text{iso}} \) were chosen as the combined optimization objectives. For each scenario, the pySOT algorithm was repeated 100 times, and behavioral parameter sets were selected among the 100 final results according to the performance metric thresholds, i.e., only the parameter sets producing metrics better than certain threshold values were regarded as behavioral parameter sets. The model uncertainty was evaluated based on the model performance driven by the behavioral parameter sets. The threshold values of evaluation metrics were used as \( 0.5 \cdot (\text{NSE}_{\text{dis}} + \text{NSE}_{\text{lndis}}) > 0.8 \), \( \text{RMSE}_{\text{SCA}} < 0.08 \) in the YTR basin; and \( \text{NSE}_{\text{dis}} > 0.7 \), \( \text{RMSE}_{\text{SCA}} < 0.15 \) in the KR catchment. Different values were adopted for the \( \text{NSE}_{\text{iso}} \) threshold among different scenarios, which would be introduced in the Result section.

![Table 2]

2.4 Numerical experiments

The influences of isotope data conditions on model performance were evaluated in three aspects as listed in Table 3: the assumed glacier meltwater isotope composition, the site measurement of precipitation isotope for data merging, and the stream water sampling strategy for model calibration.

[Table 3]

Experiment 1: influence of assumed glacier meltwater isotope

The first experiment was designed to test the reliance of model performance on the assumed glacier meltwater isotope, as glacier melt water samples are typically not available for isotope analysis in high mountain basins on the TP. In this experiment, variable glacier melt
isotope signatures were adopted to calculate the isotopic contribution from glacier meltwater to streamflow, assuming the glacier meltwater $\delta^{18}O$ is 1‰, 3‰, 7‰ and 9‰ (i.e., $\Delta_6$ values in Table 3) lower than the long-term average $\delta^{18}O$ of precipitation. A benchmark model running by the literature based $\Delta_6$ value of 5‰ was used as a baseline reference to assess the influence of the assumed glacier meltwater isotope on the model performance.

**Experiment 2: influence of site measurement of precipitation isotope**

The second experiment was designed to test the reliance of the model performance on the availability of measured site precipitation isotope that was merged with the isoGSM product. The benchmark model running was forced by the merging precipitation isotope data based on measurements of precipitation isotope from all the four sampling sites (Figure 1). Three scenarios regarding the availability of measured precipitation isotope were designed as shown in Table 3. First, we assumed that only precipitation isotope measured at the two downstream sites of Nuxia and Yangcun are available for data merging (i.e., scenario P_2stationNY in Table 3). Second, we assumed that precipitation isotope measurement at the most upstream site Lazi is available. In addition to the measurement at the downstream site Nuxia (i.e., scenario P_2stationNL in Table 3). Third, we assumed that only precipitation isotope measurement at the most downstream site Nuxia is available for the data merging (i.e., scenario P_1station in Table 3).

**Experiment 3: influence of stream water sampling strategy**

The third experiment was conducted to analyze the influence of stream water sampling strategy on the model performance. Two types of stream water sampling strategies were considered, i.e., a time series sampling strategy based on regular and continuous sampling work at a certain point, and a spatially distributed sampling strategy based on one-time field campaigns of sampling work. For the time series sampling strategy, 7 scenarios (“RT_YTR_” scenarios in Table 3) were designed to analyze the influences of the sampling frequency, the duration of the sampling period, and the number of sampling sites. For the spatially distributed sampling strategy, two scenarios (Figure 1b) were designed to represent typical field campaign activities: collecting samples along the mainstream of the basin (RS_YTR_Main, Table 3), and collecting water samples additionally from major tributaries (RS_YTR_Tributary, Table 3).

Considering the limited availability of stream water $\delta^{18}O$ measurement in the YTR basin (only wet season in one year, Table 1), a supplementary experiment was designed to test the influence of sampling period duration on the model performance using the relatively long time-series isotope dataset in the small catchment KR (“RT_KR_” scenarios in Table 3).

To evaluate the influence of isotope data availability on the model performance, we carried out benchmark model simulations forced by full datasets of input isotope and stream water isotope data in the YTR and KR catchments (Table 3). The benchmark model runs were
calibrated by a bi-objective calibration using SCA and streamflow observations, and a tri-objective calibration using additional stream water isotope, respectively. It is noted that, in the scenarios of experiment 3 in YTR basin (i.e., “RT_YTR_” and “RS_YTR_” scenarios in Table 3), the assumed data availability was beyond the actual measurement dataset. Consequently, the assumed stream water δ18O measurement data were obtained from a model simulation driven by a benchmark parameter set (rather than a subset of actual measurement stream water δ18O), which was selected from the behavioral parameters of the BM_YTR scenario calibrated by the tri-objective approach. The influence of the availability of stream water δ18O measurement on the tracer-aided model were evaluated by comparing the estimated CRCs and corresponding uncertainties with the assumed true values that were derived from the tri-objective calibrated benchmark running. Mean absolute error (MAE) and standard deviation (STD) were used to quantify the accuracy and uncertainty of CRC, which were calculated in Eqs. 9 and 10.

\[
MAE^k = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}|CRC_{i,k}^{s} - CRC_{i,k}^{o}|}{n} \quad (9)
\]

\[
STD^k = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(CRC_{i,k}^{s} - \overline{CRC_{s,k}})^2}{n}} \quad (10)
\]

where, \(n\) is the number of behavioral parameter sets, and superscript \(k\) indicates the runoff component (one of rainfall, snowmelt, glacier melt and baseflow). Subscript \(s\) and \(o\) indicate the simulated and observed value (observed value is the CRC produced by the tri-objective calibrated benchmark running). \(CRC_{i,k}^{s}\) is the contribution of runoff component \(k\) simulated by the parameter set \(i\), \(\overline{CRC_{s,k}}\) is the average CRC simulated by all the behavioral parameter sets.

In the scenarios of experiments 1 and 2, the model was calibrated towards the complete stream water δ18O measurement dataset (Table 1), and the influence of isotope data availability on model performance were quantified by changes in model performance in the validation period and internal validate hydrological stations, as well as the uncertainty of CRC estimated by Eq. 10. In the scenarios of experiment 3 in the KR catchment (i.e., “RT_KR_” scenarios in Table 3), subsets of stream water δ18O measurement dataset (Table 1) with different length were picked out for model calibration.

3. Results

3.1 Performance of the tracer-aided hydrological model

Figure 2 shows performance of the benchmark model running (i.e., BM_YTR scenario in Table 3) forced and calibrated by the full available isotope dataset. The NSEiso threshold by which behavioral parameter sets were selected in tri-objective calibration was set as 0.5. Seasonal variations in discharge and SCA were reproduced well by the bi-objective calibration (Figure 2a and 2b), indicated by the high values of NSEdis (>0.8) and lnNSEdis (>0.8), and a low
RMSE_{SCA} (<0.08). The peak flows were less well reproduced by the model in comparison to the simulation of baseflow processes, partly due to the inaccurate precipitation input data at the high altitudes. The model showed extremely poor performance for the simulation of stream water isotope when looking at the large uncertainty range (Figure 2c) and low NSE_{iso} (-0.72). The tri-objective calibration significantly improved the isotope simulation (Figure 2f), without bringing much sacrifice to the performance in simulating discharge and SCA (considering the minimum values of NSE_{dis} and lnNSE_{dis} are around 0.7 in Figure 2d and 2e). Moreover, the tri-objective calibration slightly reduced uncertainty for simulation of the rising hydrograph in the 2009 spring (Figure 2d). The seasonal variations in stream water δ^{18}O were captured well at all the four stations by simulations from the tri-objective calibration. The mean contributions of rainfall and snowmelt to annual streamflow estimated by the bi-objective calibration were 62.8% and 10.8%, which were around 1%-7% smaller than those estimated by the tri-objective calibration (Table 4). In contrast, the contribution of glacier melt estimated by the tri-objective calibration (17.1%) was lower than that estimated by the bi-objective calibration (26.4%). Surface runoff which was mainly fed by glacier melt in the YTR showed a larger proportion in the total streamflow simulated by a bi-objective calibration (52.1%) than that in the simulation of a tri-objective calibration (44.7%), while baseflow contribution quantified by the bi-objective calibration is smaller. Standard deviation values of the quantified CRCs indicated that the tri-objective calibration estimated smaller uncertainties for the quantifications of runoff components.

[Figure 2]
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The uncertainties of behavioral parameter set obtained by bi- and tri-objective calibration are shown in Figure 3. Apart from the hillslope roughness coefficient (nt), the uncertainties of all the parameters were reduced by tri-objective calibration, especially the parameters related to melting (DDF_N and T_0) and flow concentration processes (C1 and C2). The higher melting temperature threshold (T_0) obtained by tri-objective calibration was consistent with the lower contribution of melting water. The lower water storage capacity (WM) and higher shape coefficient (B) of tri-objective calibration should result in higher saturation area and consequently higher contribution of surface runoff, which was however not in agreement with the estimated CRC, indicating the important contribution of glacier melt in surface runoff. A benchmark parameter set that performed well on multiple objectives was selected among the behavioral parameters of BM_YTR calibrated by tri-objective method (as shown in Table 5), to produce stream water δ^{18}O for model calibration in experiment 3 in YTR basin. It is noted that this benchmark parameter set was only used to produce stream water δ^{18}O data for model calibration in experiment 3 in YTR basin, not an optimal parameter set representing the true hydrological processes.
Figure 4 shows model performances in the KR catchment. The parameter sets producing positive NSE$_{iso}$ were selected as behavioral for tri-objective calibration. Variations of discharge and SCA were reproduced comparably well by the bi- and tri-objective calibrations indicated by the similar metric values. However, the bi-objective calibration produced extremely poor performance for the isotope simulation with low NSE$_{iso}$ and a large simulation error of ~5‰ (Figure 4c). The tri-objective calibration captured the seasonal variations in stream water δ$^{18}$O during the study period well. Similarly to YTR, the tri-objective calibration resulted in lower uncertainty in the simulated hydrograph (e.g., early 2010, 2006 and 2008), benefiting from involving isotope for the model calibration to reject parameter sets that produced good performance for discharge and SCA simulations but poor performance for isotope simulation. Regarding the CRCs to total streamflow, the bi-objective and tri-objective calibrations estimated similar results with differences up to 3%. The mean contributions of rainfall, snowmelt and glacier melt to annual streamflow in the KR catchment were around 45%, 22% and 33%, respectively. Contribution of surface runoff estimated by the bi-objective calibration, however, was 13% lower than that estimated by the tri-objective calibration. In contrast, baseflow is more important in the total streamflow simulated by the bi-objective calibration (accounting for 38%) in comparison to the simulation of the tri-objective calibration (accounting for 25%). Again in the KR catchment, uncertainties of CRCs quantified by the tri-objective calibration are much smaller than those estimated by the bi-objective calibration (Table 4).

3.2 Changes in model simulations forced by different assumed glacier meltwater isotopes

Behavioral parameter sets of experiment 1 were selected based on the same NSE$_{iso}$ threshold (0.5) with the benchmark running. Model simulations forced by assumed glacier meltwater δ$^{18}$O that are 5‰ (scenario BM_YTR, Δδ=5‰) and 7‰ (scenario G_Δ7, Δδ=7‰) lower than the long-term average precipitation δ$^{18}$O showed the best discharge simulations in the validation period (2011-2015) and stations (Yangcun and Nugesha), indicated by the high average metric values (Figure 5a-d). It is noted that simulations of all the glacier meltwater isotope input scenarios in experiment 1 except G_Δ1 performed better than the bi-objective calibration in which isotope data was not involved for parameter identification. Discharge simulation in the scenario of G_Δ1 estimated higher performance in the validation period than the bi-objective calibration (Figure 5a), but lower performance at internal stations (Figure 5b and 5c).
Figure 5 (e-h) shows the average CRCs and corresponding uncertainties estimated by the different glacier melt isotope inputs. Scenarios with larger $\Delta \delta$ values (i.e., glacier meltwater isotope is much lower than precipitation isotope) tended to result in higher contributions of precipitation and lower contributions of glacier melt. This can be expected, as stream water $\delta^{18}O$ is a mixture mainly from $\delta^{18}O$ of precipitation and glacier meltwater in YTR basin and precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ is fixed in all the scenarios. Result of scenario G$_{\Delta 1}$, however, estimated a smaller contribution of glacier melt than the scenario G$_{\Delta 3}$. This was likely due to that the behavioral parameter sets were selected based on the performance of both discharge and isotope simulations. Parameter sets that estimated higher glacier melt contribution with good performance in isotope simulation but performed poorly on discharge simulation were excluded from the behavioral set in the G$_{\Delta 1}$ scenario.

3.3 Changes in model performance forced by isoGSM product merged with different site measurements of precipitation isotope

Figure 6 shows the relationship between REW-scale weighted averages of precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ and the longitude/elevation of corresponding REW for the scenarios in experiment 2. The precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ showed similar spatial pattern in the scenarios merging isoGSM with measurement data at more than one sites. In scenario P$_{1}$station that isoGSM was merged with measurement data only at the most downstream station Nuxia, however, spatial pattern was different, showing significantly higher precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ than other scenarios. The different precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ pattern was mainly a result of different altitudinal lapse rates of the isoGSM bias (i.e., parameter $a$ in equation 2). Representing the bias characteristic in the whole basin solely by the data measured at the most downstream station resulted in significantly smaller isoGSM bias, and consequently overestimated precipitation $\delta^{18}O$.

Different precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ input data inevitably resulted in different simulations of stream water $\delta^{18}O$ as shown in Figure 7. The NSE$_{iso}$ threshold was set as 0.5 except for scenario P$_{1}$station, which produced extremely poor $\delta^{18}O$ simulation due to the high bias in precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ input data (Figure 7d). The other three scenarios all performed well in stream $\delta^{18}O$ simulation (Figure 7a-c), among which scenario P$_{2}$stationNL produced highest behavior, followed by P$_{4}$station and P$_{2}$stationNY.
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Different precipitation isotope input data also led to different performance in hydrological modeling (Figure 8a-d). While different scenarios produced similar SCA simulations in the validation period (Figure 8d), the performance of discharge simulation significantly differed among the precipitation isotope input scenarios. In scenarios BM_YTR and P$_{2}$stationNL, the model performed better than the bi-objective calibration in the validation period (Figure 8a)
and stations (Figure 8b and 8c), showing higher average values and smaller ranges of NSE_{dis},

which indicated that the model benefitted from involving isotope data for calibration. The
model performance forced by scenario P_2stationNY was close to that of the bi-objective

calibration, with poorer discharge simulation at internal stations (Figure 8b and 8c). Using
precipitation isotope input from the scenario P_1station, however, the model performance was

significantly worse than that of the bi-objective calibration. Reasons for the variable model

performance forced by the precipitation isotope input scenarios could be: Site measurements of

precipitation isotope used in scenarios BM_YTR (using data at four sampling stations) and

P_2stationNL (using data at the most downstream sampling station and the most upstream

sampling station) tended to provide more informative spatial distribution of precipitation δ^{18}O

in the basin and were the most valuable data for the precipitation isotope data merging; in the

scenario of P_1station, on the contrary, the bias of isoGSM product was inadequately corrected

by site precipitation isotope measured only at the most downstream station Nuxia, resulting in

much errors in the isoGSM product at high altitudes. Although precipitation isotope input data
did not influence the simulation of hydrological processes, the calibration process that

attempted to match simulated stream δ^{18}O with measurement influenced the parameter and

consequently affected the internal hydrological processes.

[Figure 8]

Figure 8 (e-h) shows the average CRCs and corresponding uncertainties estimated by the
different precipitation isotope input scenarios. All scenarios produced lower uncertainties than
the bi-objective calibration, which can be expected as they were calibrated by a tri-objective
approach. The variable precipitation input scenarios resulted in contribution differences of
around 10% in runoff components of rainfall, glacier melt and baseflow. The sort of estimated
contribution of rainfall (P_2stationNL > BM_YTR > P_2stationNY > P_1station) was opposite
to that of average precipitation δ^{18}O shown in Figure 6, which was consistent with the
estimation based on the end-member mixing method.

Among the evaluation metrics, discharge simulation at Nugesha station showed the largest
sensitivity to precipitation isotope inputs. As shown in Figure 9, scenarios P_2stationNY and
P_1station estimated higher contribution of meltwater, earlier discharge onset timing and higher
peak flow. The discharge began to rise especially early (around February) in scenario P_1station,
because of the low calibrated value for the melting temperature threshold T_0 (-4.5°C), resulted
in extremely poor discharge simulation (average NSE is around 0, Figure 9d).

[Figure 9]

3.4 Model performance constrained by different stream water sampling strategies

Figure 10 shows the accuracy and uncertainty metrics of CRCs produced by experiment 3
in the YTR basin. The NSE_{iso} threshold was set as 0.8, because the stream isotope data for
model calibration was generated by a benchmark parameter set, towards which good simulation was rather easy to produce. In comparison to the baseline scenario of RT_TYR_BM, collecting stream isotope data in the dry season (i.e., from November to next February in scenario RT_YTR_WholeYear) brought little benefits to the estimation of water sources proportions, but significantly improved the quantifications of runoff generation pathways indicated by the lower MAE and STD in Figure 10b. The stream water in dry season was fed mainly by groundwater. Stream water isotope data collected in this period reflect the release of groundwater storage, thus helping to constrain the partition between surface and subsurface runoff pathway. On the other hand, reducing the frequency of stream isotope data from weekly to monthly (i.e., scenario RT_YTR_Monthly) led to significantly higher MAE and STD for both the partitions of water sources and runoff pathways, which indicated that stream water isotope data collected by a monthly sampling strategy could provide less constrains to model calibration. Extending the duration of stream isotope sampling period by one or two years (i.e., scenarios RT_YTR_2year and RT_YTR_3year) did not bring much benefits to the quantifications of CRCs regarding the similar metric values. Using stream water isotope data from a three years’ sampling (RT_YTR_3year) even led to higher MAE and STD than that using stream water isotope data from a 2 years’ sampling (RT_YTR_2year), which might be an occasional result obtained by the random calibration procedure (100 pySOT runs). In comparison to simulations constrained by stream water isotope data from multiple sampling years, results constrained by stream water isotope data from multiple sampling sites (i.e., scenarios of RT_YTR_2station and RT_YTR_4station) yielded lower MAE and STD for the quantified CRCs.

[Figure 10]

Model simulations calibrated by spatially distributed stream $\delta^{18}$O data collected in a one-time field campaign reduced the CRC uncertainty compared to the bi-objective calibration (Figure 10). However, its MAE and STD for the quantifications of CRCs were higher than that estimated by the model when calibrated by weekly sampled time series of stream $\delta^{18}$O. Additionally using stream isotope data from four major tributaries (i.e., scenario RS_YTR_Tributary) brought little benefits to the model performance than using isotope data from the main stream solely (RS_YTR_Main), partly due to the signatures of stream water isotope from tributaries were already reflected by water samples collected at confluences on the main river channel.

In the KR catchment, stream isotope data was collected from five continues years, providing better data basis for the evaluation of the influence of sampling period duration. The NSEacc threshold was set as 0, same with the benchmark scenario in KR catchment. Figure 11 compares the CRC estimations and their uncertainty metric STD of variable scenarios. For the estimate of water sources, the model produced rather large uncertainty ranges of ~20% and ~40% for the contributions of rainfall and glacier melt when calibrating the model using discharge
and SCA. Using one-year’s stream water isotope data for model calibration, the uncertainty ranges were reduced by rejecting some outliers as shown in Figure 11a-c, but the STD was still large (Figure 11e). The STD can be reduced by increasing the number of calibration isotope data at a rate of ~1%/year. Using isotope data collected from five years, however, didn’t result in further decrease in the CRC uncertainties compared to the result calibrated by isotope data collected in a four-year sampling period. The situation, however, was quite different for the estimates of runoff pathways. The bi-objective calibration produced a large uncertainty of ~40% and a STD of ~10% (Figure 11d) for the contribution of baseflow. Using one-year’s data for model calibration, the uncertainty range was significantly reduced by about half of that modelled by the bi-objective calibration (from ~10% to ~5%). However, further increase in the duration of sampling period did not bring much improvements on constraining the uncertainties in quantifications of runoff pathways with STD fluctuating around only 4%. It is indicated that model calibration upon more stream isotope data was useful to better constrain the uncertainties of the model simulations and modeled CRCs, but benefit would disappear after a certain duration of stream water sampling period has been reached.

[Figure 11]

4. Discussions

4.1 Implications for water sampling for isotope analysis in high mountains of TP

This study tested the reliance of the benefits of using tracer-aided hydrological model on isotope data availability in two mountainous catchments YTR and KR on the TP. Our findings consistently showed that the model robustness, with respect to performance in the validation period and internal stations and the quantifications of CRCs, can be significantly improved by involving isotope data for parameter calibration, similarly to previous tracer-aided modeling studies (e.g., He et al., 2019; Ala-aho et al., 2017; Birkel et al., 2010). It can be expected that more data help to provide more constrains on identification of model parameters. Nonetheless, water sampling in high mountains on the TP is restricted by environment accessibility, financial and human costs (Stevenson et al., 2021, Li et al., 2020). It is therefore highly needed to find optimal strategies of collecting water samples that balance well between data adequacy for model running and affordable sampling cost (Sprenger et al., 2019).

As an important water source in mountainous catchment on the TP, sampling of glacier meltwater was expected to be favorable for the determination of glacier meltwater isotopic composition and its contribution to total streamflow (He et al., 2019). Field campaign for sampling of glacier melt water is strongly challenging in the YTR basin in this study, due to the harsh accessibility of very high altitudes where glaciers lie. We thus assumed that glacier meltwater $\delta^{18}O$ was lower than the average local precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ by an offset parameter ($\Delta_{\delta^{18}O}$).
This simple assumption turned to work well on driving the tracer-aided hydrological model and produced better performance than the bi-objective calibration in both validation periods and internal stations. Experiments by using different $\Delta s$ values indicated that the prior assumed isotopic compositions of glacier melt have small influence on the estimated glacier meltwater contribution in the YTR basin. It should be noted that this was different from the results of some hydrograph separation works (e.g., Pu et al., 2020; Lone et al., 2021), which indicated important influence of meltwater isotope composition in estimating the CRC. Those works were based on the end-member mixing approach, which was applied in a short time scale, and was more dependent on the isotope composition of each runoff component. However, this study applied the tracer-aided hydrological model in a longer time scale, where the temporal variability of isotope composition played a more important role than its absolute value, on the parameter calibration. Consequently, when the temporal variabilities of isotope composition of each water source were reproduced properly, the glacier melt $\delta^{18}O$ value in a reasonable range would have little influence on the model performance. The $\Delta s$ values ranging from 2‰-9‰ led to only ~5% difference in the estimated contributions of glacier melt. Using a $\Delta s$ to estimate glacier meltwater $\delta^{18}O$ could serve as an option to force the tracer-aided hydrological models in high-mountain catchments where collecting glacier meltwater samples is highly challenging.

Results of experiment 2 indicated that the original isoGSM precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ data showed large bias in the high mountain basins on TP, and must be corrected by or merged with measurement data before using to force the tracer-aided hydrological model. Our experiments showed that measurement of precipitation isotope at only two sampling sites (scenario $P_{2\text{stationNL}}$) in the large YTR basin of $2 \times 10^5$ km$^2$ can be highly valuable for isotope data merging. Forced by isoGSM data that was merged with precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ measurements from two sampling sites, the model performed better than the bi-objective calibration in simulating discharge in the validation period and internal stations, and performed comparably to the simulations of a benchmark running which used precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ measurements from four stations for the data merging. This benefitted from the large altitudinal range covered by the two sampling sites (a most downstream site Nuxia and a most upstream site Lazi) to represent the spatial pattern of isoGSM bias. Likewise using measurement data at two sites in the scenario $P_{2\text{stationNY}}$, model performance deteriorated visibly, as the sampling sites (Nuxia and Yangchun) were both located in the downstream regions, being worse at representing the spatial pattern of precipitation $\delta^{18}O$ over the basin. Consequently, the strategy of collecting precipitation samples for isotope data merging should be carefully designed; spending high cost on collecting precipitation samples within a small region might be not worth at improving the performance of the tracer-aided hydrological model.

Measurements of stream water $\delta^{18}O$ are essential for the calibration and evaluation of tracer-aided hydrological models. Three kinds of sampling strategies in YTR basin were
evaluated in experiment 3: one-time campaign field sampling, continuous sampling at a fixed location for a long period, and continuous sampling at multiple fixed locations during a short period. It is indicated that continuously sampled stream water δ¹⁸O at a fixed location is more valuable for aiding hydrological model than that collected by one-time field sampling campaigns at distributed sites. Seasonality of stream water δ¹⁸O referring to the processes of water storage, mixture and transport in the basin can be better captured by continuous time series measurements of δ¹⁸O data (McGuire and McDonnell, 2006). Spatially sampled stream water δ¹⁸O data by one-time field sampling campaigns possibly miss seasonal δ¹⁸O signatures of stream water that were caused by seasonal runoff generation processes (Kendall and Coplen, 2001; Nan et al., 2019), and provide less constrains for the model calibration. Sampling of stream water during dry season (scenario RT_YTR_WholeYear) brought little improvements to the modeling of water source proportions, which is consistent with the findings in Stevenson et al. (2021). High frequent like weekly sampling of stream water in the dry season makes small sense on improving the stream δ¹⁸O data quality, as stream δ¹⁸O in this season has little variations due to small precipitation triggered runoff inputs. Monthly sampling of stream water (RT_YTR.Monthly) turned to be insufficient to capture the strong hydrological variations in the wet season (Birkel and Soulsby, 2015). For large basins like YTR, increasing the number of sampling site for stream water δ¹⁸O is more useful than extending the years of sampling period at fixed sites, as seasonality of δ¹⁸O signatures of water sources should be similar among years in a short study period. Consequently, continuous sampling at multiple locations in a short period like one or two years seems to be the optimal stream sampling strategy for running tracer-aided hydrological model in mountainous basins like YTR on the TP. The value of extending sampling period was more significant in a smaller catchment KR. The uncertainty of CRC estimation kept decreasing until the data series length reached four years and two years, for the aspects of water source and runoff pathway, respectively. This was consistent with the finding by Stevenson et al. (2021) that the benefits from isotope plateaued after a certain year number, which was five for that study.

4.2 Uncertainties and limitations

This study used simulated stream δ¹⁸O of a benchmark model running to represent the fully available dataset of stream δ¹⁸O for water sampling in the YTR basin, due to the limited stream water samples. This procedure likely caused the inherent correlation of the stream δ¹⁸O dataset, which made the model easily reproduce the assumed measurements of stream δ¹⁸O and may underestimate the value of stream δ¹⁸O data collected in extended sampling years and sampling sites. Results in this study serve to provide preliminary understandings of the influences of stream water sampling strategy on the model performance. More solid evaluations, however, can be further benefited from using more real field measurements of stream δ¹⁸O in the
mountain basins.

Our study tried to look for optimal water sampling strategies to provide isotope input and calibration data for the tracer-aided hydrological model in the YTR basin and KR catchment on the TP. The transferability of our findings to other basins can be partly expected. For example, we can expect that in catchments where precipitation $\delta^{18}$O and runoff processes show small spatial heterogeneity, collecting water samples at multiple stations would bring few additional benefits for the modeling work than collecting water samples at a sole station. The influence of assumed glacier meltwater would differ with the glacier covered area fraction in the basins. However, situations in catchments with different geographical and climatic characteristics were not evaluated in this study, which is restricted by the fact that high-quality water isotope data in a set of mountain basins on the TP were hardly available currently (Birkel and Soulsby, 2015). The authors suggest tracer-aided modeling researchers to publish their water isotope data to improve the evaluation of the reliance of tracer-aided modeling performance on water sampling strategy (similarly to He et al. 2021; Niinikoski et al., 2016; Yde et al., 2016).

The model performances were evaluated based on the behavioral parameter sets, which were selected by the threshold values of evaluation metrics. The threshold values were determined by looking at the graph comparing simulation and observation values, and artificially judging whether good fitness has been achieved. This process was rather subjective and had inevitable influence on the evaluation result. However, this was a widely used method (e.g., Birkel et al., 2011; Delavau et al., 2017; He et al., 2019), and the threshold values were set at levels achieved by the studies conducted in the same region (e.g., Zhang et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2017).

5. Conclusion

The value of water isotope data for aiding hydrological modeling in large mountainous catchments was tested by a set of numerical experiments in the YTR basin. Reliance of the tracer-aided model performance on the availability of input isotope data and evaluation stream water isotope data was extensively investigated in the numerical experiments. Results could provide important guidance for collecting water samples and establishing tracer-aided hydrological model in mountainous regions on the TP. Our main finds are as follows:

1. In high-mountain basins where glacier meltwater samples for isotope analysis are not available, estimating isotopic composition of glacier meltwater by an offset parameter from precipitation isotope is a feasible way to force the tracer-aided hydrological model. Our test indicated that using a set of glacier meltwater $\delta^{18}$O that are 2‰~9‰ lower than the mean precipitation $\delta^{18}$O, resulted in small changes in the model performance and the quantifications of CRCs (smaller than 5%) in the YTR basin. This influence, however, is expected to change with the glacier area coverages in other mountain basins.
2. Strategy of field sampling for precipitation to collect measurement precipitation $\delta^{18}$O merged with isoGSM product should be carefully designed. Collecting precipitation samples at sites from the same altitude tends to be worse at representing the spatial pattern of precipitation $\delta^{18}$O over the basin than collecting precipitation samples from sites covering a range of altitudes. Measurements of precipitation isotope at only two sampling sites covering an elevation range of 2900-6900m in the large YTR basin of $2\times10^5$ km$^2$ can be highly valuable for precipitation isotope data merging.

3. Collecting weekly stream water samples at multiple sites in the wet and warm seasons is the optimal strategy to capture more hydrological process variability for calibrating and evaluating a tracer-aided hydrological model in the YTR basin. It is highly recommended to increase the number of stream water sampling sites in the high-mountain basins rather than extending the duration of sampling period at a sole site. Benefits from extending the duration of sampling period is more visible in a small catchment but smaller in large basins, and tend to disappear when a certain duration of sampling period has been reached.
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### List of Tables

#### Table 1. Summary of precipitation and stream water samples in the YTR and KR catchments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catchment (Station)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sampling period</th>
<th>Precipitation</th>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>$\delta^{18}$O (%)</th>
<th>Std (%)</th>
<th>Stream</th>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>$\delta^{18}$O (%)</th>
<th>Std (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YTR (Nuxia)</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>14/Mar to 23/Oct</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>-10.33</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>-15.74</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YTR (Yangcun)</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>17/Mar to 05/Oct</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>-13.17</td>
<td>7.10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-16.57</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YTR (Nugesha)</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>14/Mar to 22/Oct</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>-14.29</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-17.84</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YTR (Lazi)</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>06/ Jun to 22/ Sep</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-17.41</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-16.52</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>23/ Apr to 09/ Oct</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-16.99</td>
<td>5.93</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-17.30</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KR (Wengguo)</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>05/ May to 18/ Oct</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>-19.25</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-17.44</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>28/ Mar to 06/ Nov</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>-13.99</td>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-17.11</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>16/ Jun to 22/ Sep</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-13.88</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-17.01</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>Physical descriptions</td>
<td>Value range</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nt</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Manning roughness coefficient for hillslope</td>
<td>0-0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WM</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>Tension water storage capacity, used in Xinanjiang model to calculate saturation area</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Shape coefficient used in Xinanjiang model to calculate saturation area</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KKA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Coefficient to calculate subsurface runoff in ( R_g = KKD \cdot S \cdot K^3 \cdot (y_S/Z)^{KKD} ), where ( S ) is the topographic slope, ( K^3 ) is the saturated hydraulic conductivity, ( y_S ) is the depth of saturated groundwater, ( Z ) is the total soil depth</td>
<td>0-6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KKD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>See description for KKA</td>
<td>0-0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_0 )</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>Temperature threshold above which snow and glacier melt</td>
<td>-5-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( DDF_N )</td>
<td>mm/°C/day</td>
<td>Degree day factor for snowmelt</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( DDF_G )</td>
<td>mm/°C/day</td>
<td>Degree day factor for glacier melt</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C1 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Coefficient to calculate the runoff concentration process using Muskingum method: ( O_2 = C_1 \cdot I_1 + C_2 \cdot I_2 + C_3 \cdot O_1 + C_4 \cdot Q_{lat} ), where ( I_1 ) and ( O_1 ) is the inflow and outflow at prior step, ( I_2 ) and ( O_2 ) is the inflow and outflow at current step, ( Q_{lat} ) is lateral flow of the river channel, ( C_1 = I_1 - C_2 \cdot C_4 \cdot C_3 \cdot C_4 \cdot C_0 )</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C2 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>See description for ( C1 )</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Descriptions of water sampling scenarios in the three numerical experiments. $\delta^{18}O_{GM}$ is the assumed glacier meltwater isotope signature and $\delta^{18}O_{PR}$ refers to the long term mean isotope signature of precipitation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Isotope data conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark model running in the YTR basin</td>
<td>BM_YTR</td>
<td>Using assumed glacier meltwater isotope as: $\delta^{18}O_{GM}$= $\delta^{18}O_{PR}$ - 5‰ Using IsoGSM outputs that were merged with sample measurements of precipitation isotope from four sampling sites Using all available stream water samples in the study period to calibrate the model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark model running in the KR catchment</td>
<td>BM_KR</td>
<td>Using all available stream water samples in the study period to calibrate the model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 1: Estimate of glacier meltwater isotope</td>
<td>G_Δ1</td>
<td>Assuming glacier meltwater isotope as: $\delta^{18}O_{GM}$= $\delta^{18}O_{PR}$ - 1‰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G_Δ3</td>
<td>Assuming glacier meltwater isotope as: $\delta^{18}O_{GM}$= $\delta^{18}O_{PR}$ - 3‰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G_Δ7</td>
<td>Assuming glacier meltwater isotope as: $\delta^{18}O_{GM}$= $\delta^{18}O_{PR}$ - 7‰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G_Δ9</td>
<td>Assuming glacier meltwater isotope as: $\delta^{18}O_{GM}$= $\delta^{18}O_{PR}$ - 9‰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 2: Site sampling data of precipitation isotope</td>
<td>P_1station</td>
<td>Using IsoGSM outputs merged with measurements of precipitation isotope collected at one station (Nuxia) in YTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_2stationNY</td>
<td>Using IsoGSM outputs merged with measurements of precipitation isotope collected at two stations (Nuxia and Yangcun) in YTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P_2stationNL</td>
<td>Using IsoGSM outputs merged with measurements of precipitation isotope collected at two stations (Nuxia and Lazi) in YTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment 3: Stream water sampling strategy for model evaluation</td>
<td>RT_YTR_BM</td>
<td>Sampling strategy: time series sampling; Sampling timing: wet season; Sampling frequency: weekly; Duration of sampling period: 1 year (2005): Number of sampling site as 1 station (Nuxia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_YTR_WholeYear</td>
<td>Same to RT_YTR_BM, but with the sampling timing as the whole study years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_YTR_Monthly</td>
<td>Same to RT_YTR_BM, but with the sampling frequency as monthly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_YTR_2year</td>
<td>Same to RT_YTR_BM, but with the duration of sampling period as only 2 years (2005 and 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_YTR_3year</td>
<td>Same to RT_YTR_BM, but with the duration of sampling period as only 3 years (2005-2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_YTR_2station</td>
<td>Same to RT_YTR_BM, but with the number of sampling site as 2 stations (Nuxia and Yangcun)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_YTR_4station</td>
<td>Same to RT_YTR_BM, but with the number of sampling site as 4 stations (Nuxia, Yangcun, Nugesha and Lazi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS_YTR_Main</td>
<td>Sampling strategy: spatially distributed sampling in a single field campaign; Location of sampling site: along the main stream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RS_YTR_Tributary</td>
<td>Same to RS_YTR_Main, but using stream water samples from additional sites along the tributaries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_KR_1year</td>
<td>Sampling strategy: time series sampling; Duration of sampling period: 1 year (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_KR_2year</td>
<td>Same to RT_KR_1year, but with the duration of sampling period as 2 years (2006 and 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_KR_3year</td>
<td>Same to RT_KR_1year, but with the duration of sampling period as 3 years (2006-2007, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_KR_4year</td>
<td>Same to RT_KR_1year, but with the duration of sampling period as 4 years (2006-2007, 2010-2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RT_KR_5year</td>
<td>Same to RT_KR_1year, but with the duration of sampling period as 5 years (2006-2007, 2010-2012)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Contributions (%) of runoff components in the YTR basin and KR catchment estimated by different calibration variants in the benchmark scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>YTR basin</th>
<th>KR catchment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bi-objective</td>
<td>Tri-objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>calibration*</td>
<td>calibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainfall</td>
<td>62.8 (±6.5)</td>
<td>70.7 (±2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowmelt</td>
<td>10.8 (±1.1)</td>
<td>12.2 (±0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glacier melt</td>
<td>26.4 (±7.5)</td>
<td>17.1 (±2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface runoff</td>
<td>52.1 (±10.5)</td>
<td>44.7 (±6.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsurface runoff</td>
<td>47.9 (±10.5)</td>
<td>55.3 (±6.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: Values in brackets refer to the standard deviation of the contribution of runoff component produced by the behavioral parameter sets.
Table 5. Benchmark parameter set and corresponding model behavior that are used to produce stream water $\delta^{18}O$ data for model calibration in experiment 3 in YTR basin.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter value</th>
<th>Model behavior</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$nt$</td>
<td>$\text{NSE}_{\text{dis}}$ (Nuxia, calibration)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$WM$</td>
<td>$\text{NSE}_{\text{dis}}$ (Nuxia, validation)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>$\text{RMSE}_{\text{SCA}}$ (calibration)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$KKA$</td>
<td>$\text{RMSE}_{\text{SCA}}$ (validation)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$KKD$</td>
<td>$\text{NSE}_{\text{iso}}$</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_0$</td>
<td>$\text{NSE}_{\text{dis}}$ (Yangcun)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DDF_N$</td>
<td>$\text{NSE}_{\text{dis}}$ (Nugesha)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$DDF_G$</td>
<td>Contribution of rainfall</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C1$</td>
<td>Contribution of snowmelt</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C2$</td>
<td>Contribution of glacier melt</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contribution of baseflow</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5. Model performances (a-d) and runoff component contributions (e-h) in the YTR basin in different scenarios using different glacier isotope input (experiment 1). Subplot (a) and (d) are the performances for Nuxia streamflow and SCA simulation in validation period, respectively. Subplot (b) and (c) are the performances for streamflow simulation at internal stations Yangcun and Nugesha, respectively. Subplot (e), (f) and (g) are the contribution of runoff components based on water source definition. Subplot (h) is the contribution of baseflow based on the runoff pathway definition.
Figure 6. Comparisons of weighted averages of precipitation δ¹⁸O on 63 REWs in the YTR by elevation (a) and longitude (b) in each scenario of experiment 2.
Figure 7. Uncertainty ranges of stream water $\delta^{18}$O simulations at four stations in 2005 produced by the behavioral parameter sets of each scenario in experiment 2.
Figure 8. Model performances (a-d) and runoff component contributions (e-h) in the YTR basin in different scenarios using precipitation isotope measurements from different sampling sites (experiment 2). Subplot (a) and (d) are the performances for Nuxia streamflow and SCA simulation in validation period, respectively. Subplot (b) and (c) are the performances for streamflow simulation at internal stations Yangcun and Nugesha, respectively. Subplot (e), (f) and (g) are the contribution of runoff components based on water source definition. Subplot (h) is the contribution of baseflow based on the runoff pathway definition.
Figure 9. Uncertainty range and metrics values of simulated discharge at Nugesha station produced by the behavioral parameter sets of each scenario in experiment 2.
Figure 10. Accuracy and uncertainty metrics of estimated CRCs in the YTR basin derived from the different stream water sampling strategies (experiment 3). (a) for CRCs quantified under the definition of water source and (b) for CRCs quantified under the definition of runoff pathway.
Figure 11. Uncertainties of the contributions of (a) rainfall, (b) snowmelt, (c) glacier melt and (d) baseflow in the KR catchment, estimated by scenarios with different durations of sampling period (experiment 3). The uncertainties of CRCs based on two different definitions are summarized in subplot (e).